Architecture is presumed to be an act of creation, but more and more, it is incumbent upon the profession to recognize that it as an act of destruction. While there is much talk among prefessionals of adaptive re-use, rehabilitation, preservation, etcetera, there is surprisingly little discourse that recognizes destruction iself as a potential-and increasingly neccessary-mode of design. The following project looks at large defunct factory complexes as a starting point for reversing the design process from ground-up to "ground-down,"
Operating between the wrecking ball and the museum, the project proposes a very careful kind of demolition It takes cues from the more precise Latin root of rasus (as in, to raze a building to the ground) indicating an activity of shaving or scraping as opposed to imploding or smashing. As a way of unbuilding, it is employed as an ultimately productive process in the life of a site.
Tactical cuts may reveal and foster new connections, especially in a building whose immense size makes it a barrier. Selectively removing certain components of the building could illuminate the construction process or change understandings of the site. Given particular site conditions, portions of buildings might be saved if their future use can be justified within the overall transformation of the site. Where the building (or portion of the building) cannot be saved, razing would permit the information to be recorded as matter is erased.
Generally speaking these situations these situations usually receive a merciless implosion or an overly lavish preservation.
More than likely demolition usually wins producing one last mass-spectacle that comes at the cost of historical knowledge and cooperation for the larger social context. In those rarer cases where preservation wins, a blind sentimental respect has the potential to ossify the site in a more unfruitful form than in its abandoned or destroyed state. In light of these circumstances, what if preservation could be most effectively accomplished through some liberating aspect of the demolition process which saves the future from the past.
Demolishing Detroit
The destruction of a significant building in the life of a city is more than the clearing of ground for the next project. It also represents a changing mentality and the passage of old order and the revelation of a new situation. Detroit's former mayor, Dennis Archer, presided over the city during the 90's and instituted a sweeping program of demolition. His attitude toward demolition as the first step in renewal became a normal one among a populace that was tired of living amidst ruins, no matter how many out-of-towners thought of those ruins as wonderful or sublime. At the implosion of one of the city's most important buildings, Hudson's Department Store, he is quoted by an aide as saying "He's excited. It's not the end of something, it's the begining of something new " That demolition can come to be thought of as a potentially positive concept, one needs only to look as far as Detroit's women's professional football team, the Detroit Demolition. The use of such a nickname has in Detroit, become a symbol for a new beginnings Muskopf 91 inseparable from destruction and violence. But this is nothing new for the city. In a strange foreshadowing of its contemporary situation, the city motto Spenmus Meloria, Resurcet Cineribus means "rising from the ashes, we hope for better things." This was not adopted after the riots of the 60's or even the 40's but in 1 807 long before Detroit had any pretensions of regional or national importance (or any high position from which to fall). This pairing of hope and the wreckage seems to persist through the collective mentality of the city Instead of demolition simply adopting a symbolic meaning, the symbol has adopted demolition itself as an integral power to the functioning of the city.
The idea that the city functions not in spite of demolition but through demolition is apparent in the case of the demolition of the city hall in the early 80's.
Detroit, as one of the most relentlessly centered cities in the US relies on a concentric means of orienting. Streets and points are measured from the radius from city hall, which marked the geographic epicenter of the city and its suburbs. To erase the physical and symbolic centerpoint of this vast urban system must have signified more than a simple land clearance program. Demolition as a symbolic act can stand for remembering the past, but it may function more frequently was a means of forgetting.
The McGraw Glass Plant in Western Detroit was closed at the end of 2003. This plot of land was occupied by glaciers, various inland lakes, agricultural fields, a brickyard and claypit, a LaSalle motors factory and now by an amalgam of windowless additions to the factory. Albert Kahn designed part of the existing building in 1936 as a press shop for the Chrysler-DeSoto division. World War II brought about its emergency conversion for the production of machine guns and parts for B-26 bombers. Chrysler discontinued the DeSoto line and the plant was then converted to the manufacture of glass products in the 60's, but a five-day worker strike there in 1994 nearly shut down all of Chrysler's operations and forced the company to make expensive upgrades to the facilities. The ensuing 110million dollar investment could not prevent the closure of a plant with too much human and machinic capital operating in accordance with an outdated Fordist model of industry. In the following project, I explore a few techniques for the creative destruction of the McGraw Glass Plant.
Demolition As Spectacle
Demolition itself is constructed:
Though it produces rums only of temporary or momentary duration, the scene of the demolition can continue to exert influence long after the dust is settled.
Sometimes the spectacle of demolition affords the only opportunity for a passerby to fully appreciate the object of destruction and the necessary violence. Within these highly visible, spectacular acts of unbuilding, two particular aspects of demolition that offer design potential. These might be termed the 'Grand Opening" and the "Grand Closing." The Grand Opening (somewhat tongue in cheek) literally and physically opens the building Whether one is able to see three floors of a house at once or the interior of Boston Garden because the wall has been ripped off, the transparency of demolition is responsible for such piqued interest. Rightly so, demolition forcibly pries and cuts open a previously closed situation in a decidedly anti-architectural way,
When the cloud appears, there can be no doubt that one era has ended, though the recognition that another has begun is usually obscured by the rising dust and immense noise of the sublime moment. Nonetheless, spectacular collapses and implosions are often seen as a clarion call of the new, especially those demolitions which are intended as both spectacles and symbols Having observed demolition's function as a symbol as well as a spectacle, the project uses these deliberate ways of unbuilding as a generative means for addressing the future of the McGraw Glass plant, lockers are used for the display of artifacts descend again onto the shop floor. The room would serve as an impromptu museum where lockers are used for the display of artifacts.
This act proposes to cut away half the locker room cladding, allowing it to exist suspended between a static preservation and a thoughtless destruction The removal of the cladding also makes the locker room into a privileged vantage point over the newlyopened urban cloister In addition, the bays that constituted the gun plant could be hollowed-out as a part of the recycling plant operations.
Enacting the Spectacle of Demolition How popular would the combination factory tour and demolition be? Humans seem to be innately fascinated both with seeing things made (whether they are donuts or automobiles) and with seeing things destroyed (whether they are old cars or purported terrorist hideouts). This act proposes to satisfy both cravings through the open representation of the demolition process as it is used to enact new (productive) uses on the site, particularly those of trucking and recycling operations. The East fagade exists as a barrier, can still be used as a buffer for work going on at east side of the site. It will gradually be cut away to reveal activities inside and will end up as a park canopy, charting the progress of the site from private to public. The idea of the spectacle is extended in other ways as well. The facade-turned-fence also serves as an elevated walkway in the a reconstituted factory tour of the recycling facility. Because the facade marked the limit of the factory, its life as an conveyance system for curious visitors will be perfectly suited for walking around the site 2_ Perspective rendering ot Demolition Spectacle Fence
